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After more than 30 years of continuous development, AutoCAD continues to be the leading choice among engineers, architects, designers, and drafters worldwide. This article reviews the basic features of AutoCAD 2019 and 2020. We’ve tried to avoid technical jargon and focus on the basic
features and functions most users use. The following sections include: AutoCAD basics (general usage) AutoCAD layers, views, and tables The layers panel and drawing properties AutoCAD drawing commands Feature layers, perspectives, and sections The paper space Rulers and

measurements Copy and paste Group and subgroup drawing features Layers, views, and tables The following figure shows how layers are organized in AutoCAD. The default layer has the drawing name, followed by the layer number. This is the layer with which you will start drawing. If you
create new layers, they appear in the current layer. If you make changes to the current layer, you can create a new layer and change the position. When you change the position of a new layer, you may inadvertently change the position of the current layer. You can create custom layers that are
not in the current layer. To create a custom layer, you can use the Add Custom Layer command. The following figure shows how to create a custom layer. The Drawing Properties dialog box displays information about layers, layers in the current drawing, and layers in other drawings. You can
use the Drawing Properties dialog box to modify the drawing layers. You can also use the Drawing Properties dialog box to view properties of groups, symbols, text boxes, and individual elements. AutoCAD layers AutoCAD has several types of layers: The current layer: The default layer in
which you start drawing. Custom layers: Custom layers for special purposes. Application Layers: Used to apply special effects to drawings. View Layers: Used to create layers to contain different views of the same drawing. You can create as many views as you want. Each view shows only a

portion of the drawing. You can easily switch to a different view, and you can zoom in or out by using the Zoom tool. Text Box Layers: Used to place text in the drawing. Sheet Layers: Used to create groups of objects on the same sheet.

AutoCAD Crack Download For PC Latest

Application developers are typically provided with a toolkit that allows them to create code that can either be hosted within AutoCAD as add-ons, or written to run as standalone applications outside of AutoCAD. For AutoCAD 14, the toolkit includes AutoLISP, AutoCAD VBA, Microsoft
Visual Basic and, finally, the.NET framework. For AutoCAD X, development is similarly supported for the Visual LISP, VBA,.NET and ObjectARX. AutoCAD's API is available to both its legacy and X platforms. Also, each platform has its own legacy API. Features AutoCAD is

compatible with other CAD applications from the same developer and user community. Developers can produce "plug-ins" for AutoCAD, adding functionality like support for new file formats, drawing tools, or 3D modeling tools, to the application. Features introduced since AutoCAD 11
include: App developers can publish AutoCAD extensions, which are designed for AutoCAD users, and can be installed in AutoCAD via the Autodesk Exchange Apps. The API for AutoCAD has been extended by the introduction of AutoLISP, which allows developers to create "plug-ins"

that add AutoCAD features to other applications. ObjectARX is a C++ class library. It is available on the PC, Mac and Linux platforms, and supports all AutoCAD data types, including objects, paths, lines, polylines, arcs, splines, solids, and text. It supports all AutoCAD "dynamic"
commands, and can store data in a wide variety of file formats. History The first AutoCAD release was AutoCAD 1 in September 1983. One of the original ideas behind AutoCAD was the use of an open-source language, namely Lisp, to write applications for use in AutoCAD. The Lisp based
AutoCAD code is still available for licensed users. With AutoCAD 2, Autodesk produced the first major version of AutoCAD that was not Lisp-based and introduced the product to the public in a press conference at the 1983 American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Mechanical

Equipment Manufacturers' Fair. The press release described the new product as "a digital drafting and design system that allows manufacturers to create, edit, view, analyze and communicate technical drawings and related information". AutoCAD 2 (1983) a1d647c40b
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Q: ASP.Net MVC FormModel is null I have an MVC app using default scaffolding, and in the Home controller a call to HttpPost via the default Contact method. public class HomeController : Controller { public ActionResult Contact() { return View(new ContactFormModel()); } [HttpPost]
public ActionResult Contact(ContactFormModel model) { //I get null pointer exception here var sub = new SubscriptionModel(); //Other processing here return RedirectToAction("subscriptionSuccess"); } } The ContactFormModel class is just the default scaffolded class generated by MVC,
and the only thing of interest is that it is a class with a List collection property on it (as well as a few other properties). The ContactFormModel class has its own constructor, so there's no problem in the instantiation of this class, but when I get to the point where I call the HttpPost method, the
property model is null, and the object is not being passed properly. Why is this happening? And how do I fix this? A: If you look at the signature for HttpPost in your ActionResult, you will see: public ActionResult Contact(ContactFormModel model, FormCollection formCollection) This
means that model is not the model you are creating in your ActionResult, it is the model given to you in the FormCollection. You need to either update your ActionResult to make use of this formCollection parameter, or update your model to make it available in the ActionResult. MGM-
Lloyd Resorts launches augmented reality app MGM-Lloyd Resorts, a unit of MGM Resorts International, has launched an augmented reality (AR) app to help guests find key attractions, restaurants and entertainment venues within its properties. The app, available for download on Android
and iOS smartphones and tablets, is the first of its kind offered by a large U.S. resort. It features 15 properties in the U.S., Mexico, South America, Spain and Europe

What's New in the AutoCAD?

Import/extract design ideas from the web using Import/extract from the web, a new and powerful feature that allows users to import and extract web images and other content from any website and incorporate them into their designs. (video: 1:40 min.) Create and share dashboards from a
variety of data sources, including CAD data, drawings, and tools, and use them to view and interact with CAD data and drawings. (video: 1:57 min.) Note: the Markup Assist and Markup Import features are beta features and are subject to change. New command: “Properties from other file
formats” The “Properties from other file formats” command is a new command that opens the Property Manager and displays properties from other file formats that are saved in the current file. The Properties from other file formats command and other related dialogs will automatically
display settings for properties that can be saved in other file formats. (video: 2:17 min.) New method to quickly access overview information about a drawing Use the All drawings tab in the Properties Editor or the All views dialog box to access an overview of all drawings in the current
session. In addition, you can access all drawings in one session using the All windows menu. Use the window menu to easily manage all your drawings and get an overview of all drawings in the current session. New command: “Hiding and Displaying items” If you place an item in a location in
which it cannot be edited, you can select another item that is editable to temporarily make it editable. Use the Hiding and Displaying items command to select another item that is editable. You can select a group of items to make them editable or to make a specific item editable. Use the
Hiding and Displaying items command to select another item that is editable. You can select a group of items to make them editable or to make a specific item editable. New command: “Quadrant Placement from other file formats” The Quadrant Placement from other file formats command
is a new command that prompts you to place text, labels, dimensions, and other items that are saved in different file formats. New command: “Guided Edit dialog” The Guided Edit dialog box is a new
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System Requirements:

Compatibility: Windows XP Service Pack 2 / Vista Service Pack 1 / Windows 7 / Windows 8 MP3 and AAC encoding is not required SFX Free Edition is compatible with Direct3D 9.0 (Windows XP), Windows Vista and Windows 7 DirectX 8.0c Required Hard Drive Space: 4 GB 6 GB 8
GB Hardware Requirements: Intel Core 2 Duo / AMD Athlon 64 3200+ / AMD Phenom 9500+ RAM: 4 GB Graphics
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